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HELPER EMPATHY AND RETENTION OF EMPATHIC 
SKILLS ON HOTLINE TELEPHONE
Chapter I 
Introduction
Volunteer telephone services, usually called hotlines or c r is is  
centers, have multiplied rapidly over the past few years. The t e le ­
phone is increasing as a link  for help to troubled people (McGee,
1966, 1974; Haughton, 1968). In most cases, the person who calls  the 
volunteer service is having a serious problem that results in the call 
becoming a counseling interaction .
These hotlines depend on the volunteer to provide counseling via  
telephone to the disturbed c a lle r ,  With the p ro l i fe ra t io n  of c r is is  
centers in the last 15 years, reliance on paraprofesslonals as volun­
teers has grown steadily (Thompson, 1973). This is p a r t ia l ly  because 
of the number of volunteers required to man 24 hour, 365 day a year 
cris is  centers, and s u ff ic ie n t  numbers of professional counselors are 
unattainable. Research is demonstrating that volunteers are equally  
e ffe c tive , w ith limited tra in in g , and sometimes more e ffe c t iv e  than 
professionals in handling problem situations (Carkhuff, 1966; Carkhuff, 
1968; Truax and Carkhuff, 1967; Oden, 1974).
The type of training received by the volunteers 1s dependent upon 
each centers* preference and need; however, national organizations pro­
vide a minimum standard which must be met 1n terms o f tra in ing req u ire ­
ments .
H is to r ic a lly ,  these volunteers were trained prim arily  in c r is is  
theory and suicide prevention (Farberow, 1969), but s ta t is t ic s  have 
shown that only a small percentage of calls  are from suicidal persons 
(Haughton, 1968; Farberow, 1968), By fa r  the m ajority  of calls  come
8
gfrom people who are having relationship d i f f ic u l t ie s  or who are lonely.
Research studies have further shown that the greatest benefit of 
hotlines is to provide a listening service (Tucker et a l . *  1970;
Oden* 1974) which is characterized by an empathic atmosphere, McCord 
and Packwood (1973) noted that the most desirable characteristic  of 
telephone workers is empathy and that i t  is the a p rio ri step In es­
tablishing contact with the c a lle r .  Psychological research has re­
vealed that empathy Is "a major element 1n ro le -theoretica l accounts 
of Interpersonal behavior (Greif & Hogan, 1973, p. 280)," a necessary 
condition fo r  personality change (Rogers, 1957), and the major in ­
gredient in a helping relationship (Carkhuff, 1969).
With th is  research In mind, many centers have shifted the ir  
training emphasis away from cris is  theory towards developing the 
necessary ingredients needed In a helping relationship.
Since empathy Is such a valuable and necessary condition, f t  is 
Imperative fo r  hotline personnel to select those volunteers who are 
capable of learning the s k i l ls  and theoretical background needed to 
become a capable hotline phone worker (Z iskln, 1970). Studies have 
been conducted 1n an attempt to provide a selection procedure for  
hotline volunteers.
In the past, selection of paraprofessionals has ranged from 
carefully  screened persons to self-selected people who volunteer 
th e ir  services (Carkhuff, 1968; Z lskin , 1979). Those services 
which tend toward screening have used one of two models: (a) the
use of selection c r i te r ia  sim ilar to methods used in graduate
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counseling programs (Rloche e t  a l . ,  1963), and (b) attempts to 
select psychologically healthy persons* i . e .  those who express 
"a sincere regard fo r  others, tolerance and a b i l i t y  to accept people 
with values d if fe re n t  from one's own, a healthy regard fo r  s e lf ,  a 
warmth and s e n s it iv ity  in dealing with o thers , and a capacity for  
empathy (Harvey, 1964, p. 349)."  S t i l l  other programs have an 
open admissions policy which assumes that those individuals who are  
unsuited w ill  s e lf -s e le c t  out (Z is k ln ,  1971). This type of policy 
raises ethical problems i f  the person f a i l s  to  de-select himself.
The agency has a resp o n s ib ility  fo r  the psychological well-being  
of the callers and should not allow unqualified people to work as 
volunteers for the hotline.
Other research has demonstrated methods of rating procedures 
evaluating volunteer's effectiveness in dealing with callers  and 
th e ir  problems (S la ikeu , e t a l , *  1975; Carkhuff, 1966). Researchers 
have also devised numerical rankings for empathlc levels reached by 
the volunteers (Carothers and Tnslee, 1974; Holder, 1969). But no 
studies have considered the question of retention  of empathy as a 
necessary Ingredient of selection and t ra in in g  objectives.
Volunteers can be trained and can score well on empathlc s k i l ls  
d ire c t ly  after t ra in in g  {Holder* 1969}* but does that empathic leve l 
continue after a year or more on hotline telephones? Since empathy 
fs the key, can selection procedures be developed which w il l  allow  
hotline  personnel to make a decision based on the retention of 
empathy? Since volunteers generally  man the phones for several years.
11
th e ir  retention of empathy becomes a l l  important. Which volunteers 
w il l  maintain a high level of functioning?
Theoretical Background
Empathy
At the beginning of the 20th century, L1pps (1909) coined the 
term, "Einfuhlung/ which means feeling  in to , together w ith , or 
empathy. Lipps was mainly concerned with one's relationship to 
physical objects rather than the shared feelings of people* Fifteen  
years later Lipps (1926) altered his original position and viewed 
empathy as the response to a person rather than an object and the 
sharing of understanding.
Kohler (1929) specified that an empathlc response was the ob­
server's understanding of a ffec t alone. His major emphasis was the 
observation of body languages and the clues that the body can give 
to the mental processes.
Researchers began to conclude that empathy was reacting sub­
je c t iv e ly  and physiologically to th e ir  perception of another's 
state* In these types of responses, there is no se lf-o th e r  dis­
t inction- I t  becomes a ffec t mimicry (Freud, 1961; Sul 11 van, 1940; 
Escalona, 1945).
The lack of self-other d is tinction continues as Hay (1939) 
defines empathy as "the fee lin g , or the thinking, of one person­
a l i t y  into another un til  some state o f  Id e n tif ic a tio n  is achieved 
( p .77]*" And Adler defines empathy as occurring "in the moment 
one hunan being speaks with another. I t  Is impossible to under-
12
stand another individual 1f i t  is impossible at the same time to 
iden tify  one's se lf with him . . . ," (1n May, 1939, p .79).
Rogers provided a defin ition fo r empathy which took I t  away 
from affect mimicry when he said, "To sense the c l ie n t 's  private 
world as I f  i t  were your own, but without ever losing the 'as i f '  
quality  - this Is empathy, and this seems essential to therapy 
(Rogers, 1957). ' He later refined his d e fin it io n  and presented 
i t  1n a 1975 paper. He said,
The way of being with another person which 1s 
termed empathlc has several facets. I t  means 
entering the private perceptual world of the 
other and becoming thoroughly at home in H .
I t  Involves being sensitive, moment to moment, 
to the changing f e l t  meanings which flow 1n 
this other person, to the fear or rage or 
tenderness or confusion or whatever, that he/she 
1s experiencing, I t  means temporarily living  
in his/her l i f e ,  moving about in i t  de licate ly  
without making Judgments, sensing meanings of 
which he/she is scarcely aware, but not trying  
to uncover feelings of which the person is 
to ta l ly  unaware, since this would be too threat­
ening. I t  Includes communicating your sensings 
of his/her world as you look with fresh and 
unfrightened eyes at elements of which the
13
Individual is fearfu l.  I t  means f r e ­
quently checking with him/her as to the 
accuracy of your sensings, and being 
guided by the responses you receive.
You are a confident companion to the 
person in his/her inner world. By 
pointing to the possible meanings in 
the flow of his/her experiencing you 
help the person to focus on this use­
fu l type of referent, to experience 
the meanings more fu l ly ,  and to move 
forward in the experiencing (p .8 ).
Barrett-Lennard (1962) gave y e t another defin ition:  
Q ualita tive ly  1t is an active process of 
desiring to know the full present and 
changing awareness of another person, of 
reaching out to receive his communication 
and meaning, and of translating his words 
and signs Into experienced meaning that 
matches at least those aspects of his 
awareness that are most important to him 
at the moment. I t  1s an experiencing of 
the consciousness "behind" another's out­
ward c annum 1 cat Ion, but with continuous 
awareness that this consciousness is
14
originating and proceeding 1n the other (p .3),
The cannon element in these definitions seems to be tha t  
empathy is an active process which reaches into the inner world 
of another not only to understand what he/she is saying but also 
to attempt to understand what he/she cannot say. Empathy, Im­
p l ic i t ly  or e x p l ic i t ly ,  seems to be an important part of a l l  
psychotherapy,
Research has found that the highest ranking goal for a l l  
therapists, despite th e ir  orientation , is empathy. This s ta te ­
ment is based on a study by Raskin (1974) who asked therapists  
to rank twelve variables* For the therapistst i t  was a l l -  
important that they attempt to  understand the c l ie n t  as sen­
s i t iv e ly  and accurately as possible. And this understanding 
must be from the c l ie n t 's  point of view (Raskin, 1974).
Raskin's study substantiated an e a r lie r  study by Fied ler  
(1950) in which Fiedler had therapists from d if fe r in g  o r ie n ta ­
tions describe the most important elements in an Ideal thera­
peutic re lationship . I t  was discovered that a l l  the therapists  
ranked "an empathlc re la tion sh ip1' as the main c r i t e r ia  for a 
working therapeutic relationship .
Rogers (1975) believed that current research points to the 
"conclusion that a high degree of empathy in a relationship 1s 
possibly the most potent and certa in ly  one of the most potent 
factors in bringing about change and learning ( p .3 ) ."  Empathy 
has the potential for unieasing the power within a person and
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causing that individual to bring about self-d irected change* By 
being empathlc* the counselor can help the c l ie n t  focus on his 
experiences and draw meaning from them* Empathy does not mean 
that the counselor has the power* rather that by pointing out 
the " f e l t  meaning*" the c lien t can draw his own conclusions and 
make his own decisions.
As the counselor correctly identif ies  the feelings for the 
c l ie n t ,  the c lie n t  is able to flow with the experience and share 
at an even deeper level of self-exploration. What causes some 
counseling interactions to flow and others to become stymied? 
Rogers believes i t  1s the level of empathy and the care with 
which the counselor listens to the* perhaps unexpressed* 
feelings (Rogers* 1975)*
The c lien t has the a b i l i t y  to enhance his/her own growth i f  
his/her experiencing 1s unblocked. According to Rogers (1975), 
this unblocking occurs when the c l ie n t  feels an acceptant quality  
of empathy. This acceptance allows him/her the freedom to under­
stand his /her own behavior and find his/her own id en tity .
khat Rogers has theorized* Carkhuff made operational by 
his Empathy Rating Scale (Carkhuff, 1965). Carkhuff f e l t  that  
empathy could be taught and could be measured (Truax and 
Carkhuff, 1967). Carkhuff's defin it ion  o f accurate empathy is 
similar to  Roger's -  i t  is an "as I f "  quality  which reaches 
beyond what the person is expressing.
Empathy, then, is  important in a l l  relationships and most
16
important when a person 1s lonely , bewildered, anxious, and 
alineated. These are the situations that counselors deal with 
most often. "In such situations deep understanding Is, I be­
l ie v e ,  the most precious g i f t  one can give to another (Rogers, 
1975, p .30),"
Statement of the Problem
Since a review of the l i te ra tu re  shows that empathy is one 
of the most important variables In counseling and psychotherapy 
(Bergln, 1966; Carkhuff & Berenson, 1967; Hay, 1969; Rogers, 
1975), i t  seems important not only to tra in  people 1n empathy 
but to tes t th e ir  u t i l iz a t io n  of empathlc s k il ls  over an extended 
period of time.
There 1s a large commitment of time when one contracts to 
take a course to t ra in  for a hotline center. Centers generally 
require a minimum number of hours of tra in ing before one is 
allowed to man the phones. These hours represent loss for the 
volunteer and the center i f  the volunteer is unable to meet the 
standards needed to adequately man the telephones. Much time 
could be saved i f  there were an e ffec tive  manner in which to 
pre-screen perspective paraprofessional volunteers.
Various methods have been used to screen these volunteers 
before tra in ing begins, Dicken (1969) ran a battery of tests 
on Peace Corps Community Development Horkers and found that 
"pretrain ing assessment is v ir tu a l ly  as valid  as anything 
else" In determining who w i l l  make an acceptable worker by
17
the end of tra in ing . Some centers use the W1PI as a screening 
devlcei i t  is geared toward a psychiatric population and in 
fact, w i l l  screen out disturbed people. But, research has not 
been done to determine which volunteer w i l l  be e ffective  over 
time*
Limitations
Generalizations based on this study are limited to CONTACT 
Peninsula, Newport News, V irg in ia .
The lack of a controlled research design implies that no 
conclusions can be made regarding causality* Relationships 
that ex ist may have been produced by causes ( i . e . ,  maturation, 
further training) over which the researcher has no control. 
Definition of Terms
Practice Shifts -  four hour shifts  on the phones in which 
the trainee 1s observed by an accredited worker.
Empathy -  is an ongoing process which involves the a b i l i ty  
to sense deeply the moment-to-moment experiencing of another's 
Inner or private world as i f  1 t  were his own* Operationally 
defined as a 3.0 or better rating on a 5 point Carkhuff 5cale.
Chapter 2 
Review of the Literature
Hotline Service
The telephone service as a psychological aid for people fs 
becoming an established fact in the United States today. Before 
1958, there were only three centers providing the service {D illon, 
1971), and today there are hundreds.
I t  has been found that most ca lls  to hotlines are not related  
to suicide (Brockopp, 1967). Brockopp (1967) reported that ap­
proximately 805t of the calls to the Suicide Prevention Center 
were for problems other than suicides. Hotline s ta t is t ic s  show 
that the largest nunber of ca lls  concern marital problems, lone­
liness, and adolescent problems. This has resulted 1n training  
being geared more toward warm, empathlc listeners rather than 
c ris is  interveners.
There are many characteristics of telephone counseling that 
are unique: (1) the c lie n t can remain anonymous; (2) c lien t has
power to terminate easily; (3) most people have access to telephones; 
(4) imnedlacy when c lien t is in distress (Lester, 1974). Anonymity 
1s important for the c a lle r  when he/she is already in a vulnerable 
state. The c a lle r  can feel secure, because in a telephone s itua­
tion he/she has the control. He/she can choose to self-disclose 1n 
greater amounts and s t i l l  terminate i f  he/she feels negative conse­
quences without ever giving away his/her id en tity .
Today, there is  a telephone in most homes and, i f  not, certainly  
one 1s available on the corner. The c a l le r  can reach out Into the
18
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world with the telephone and begin the process of r e la t in g . Also, 
when a c a lle r  is in a c r is is  s itu a t io n , the telephone 1s an a v a il­
able means o f therapy. The c a l le r  does not have to make an appoint­
ment and wait to  see someone* And often * going to therapy Is humilia­
ting and fr igh ten ing . In an o f f ic e ,  the c l ie n t  has no control but 
with the telephone, the c a l le r  has immediate help in a non-threatening 
atmosphere {Lester & Brockopp, 1973).
Lester and Brockopp (1973) have Id e n t i f ie d  four situational cate­
gories which appear to respond best to  telephone therapy* They are 
(1) the adolescent, (2) the desperate, (3 ) the one-shot ca lle r ,  and 
(4) the is o la te .
Adolescence is a time fo r  try ing out new self-images and learn­
ing independence. To admit to any weaknesses is threatening to that 
self-im age, so a telephone service 1s the least threatening manner 
1n which an adolescent can seek help. He/she “can remain anonymous 
and has a great deal of control (p .8 6 ) ."
The desperate are those "who need immediate help as a result of 
a sudden psychological shock (p .8 7 ) . ” The telephone becomes, then, a 
way to contact r e a l i t y  while o ffering  a voice which w i l l  be caring and 
supportive*
The one-shot c a lle r  is the person who needs help temporarily*
He>she does not want to become involved in a long term counseling re­
la tionsh ip . He/she may ju s t  need feedback for a particu lar situation  
and sees going fo r  therapy as a loss of self-esteem.
The is o la te  is the severely distressed person who 1s unable to
20
seek any outside relationships or enter in to  any new situations.
I f  the caller w i l l  make contact, i t  can, perhaps* prevent his/her  
complete Isolation
Tucker et al* (1970) studied 246 calls to a college hotline  
In a seven month period and found that the major problem area 
was interpersonal relations, Including dating (27%), family (19%), 
loneliness (12%), and pregnancy (9%)* The volunteers "e ffe c t iv e ­
ness of listening was positively evaluated 1r terms of th e ir  
judged empathlc a b i l i ty  (D il lo n , 1971, p .10)."
In another study by Garrell (1969), calls  were tabulated for  
a three month period to the Los Angeles Hotline Service which 
operates out of the Children's Hospital. I t  was found that the 
calls lasted from 1 minute to 3*s hours with an average of 20 
minutes. The types of problems related to Interpersonal r e la ­
tionships (20%), school (4%), social isolation (3%), social 
Inhibition (3%), and pregnancy (3%).
Of a l l  the hotlines, there is only one which is nationally  
and Internationally organized. CONTACT/LIFELINE International  
has 75 centers nationally and 127 in ternationa lly . There is a 
national director and an International Secretariat. In order to 
become accredited by CONTACT National, a center must meet certain  
designated c r i te r ia .  One of these 1s that 1t maintain a 24 hour 
service.
CONTACT Peninsula, Newport News, V irg in ia , receives from 
800 -  1000 calls a month with the largest category of ca lls  being
21
loneliness/m arital, The listeners must undergo at least 100 hours 
of training in order to provide three primary functions; listening*  
Information, and re fe rra l.
Garrell (1969) specified assumptions from the Los Angeles Hot­
line Service* and these basic assumptions f i t  CONTACT National's  
Principles.
1. Those who call the service do so because they 
face some conflic t or uncertainty that they 
have not yet been able to resolve on the ir  own.
2. Effective resolutions of problems can only 
evolve out of the context of the ind iv idual's  
own experience.
3. Persons with problems benefit l i t t l e ,  I f  at a l l *  
from direct advice, ready-made solutions, or any 
kind of action that displaces responsibility .
4. Unconditional concern and respect for the c a l le r ,  
effec tive ly  communicated to him, are prerequisites 
for constructive Interaction between the s ta f f  
member and the c a l le r  (p .178).
In sumnary, hotlines have grown 1n numbers and In scope 
over the last 20 years. They have moved from being basically  
suicide prevention centers to centers which offer lis ten ing  for 
a l l  types of problems.
McGee (1974) views the future of hotlines as favorable. He 
sees the hotline forming the core for increased mental health
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services offered to communities.
Volunteers as Helpers
There is a large amount of research directed toward the volun­
teer working 1n a therapeutic milieu. The t i t l e ,  paraprofesslonal, 
Is becoming well accepted, and a d e fin ite  use is being made of their  
services In medical f ie ld s ,  teacher’ s aides, counseling, and psy­
ch ia tr ic  aides (Harvey, 1964; Cowen, 1967; Albee, 1968), These 
non-professionals are drawn from a l l  walks of l i f e ,  Including high 
school and college students, housewives, teachers, ministers, and 
senior citizens (Cowen, 1967).
In the 1960*5, there was a large body of research done to 
prove that the layman or volunteer was effective  in mental health 
fie lds and the u t i l iz a t io n  of the volunteer was on the increase 
(Sobey, 1970), Laymen or volunteers have been able to produce as 
s ign ificant or  more s ign ifican t results than professionals when 
working with mental health patients.
Carkhuff (1971) stated,
For most purposes and most problems, these lay 
people can learn to help as e ffe c t iv e ly  and 
often more e f fe c t iv e ly  than professional 
helpers, that 1s, teachers, guidance coun­
selors, psychologists, psychiatrists , and 
social workers. Lay persons can learn to 
understand others as well or better than 
professionals and they can learn to act
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upon this  understanding as well as or 
better than professionals (p .168).
Five lay hospital personnel were trained by an approach In ­
tegrating didactics and the experiential method which emphasizes 
development and growth of the counselor. Eight therapeutic groups 
of 10 hospitalized mental patients were seen regularly by the 
trained personnel for a total of 24 sessions. Results demonstrated 
s ign ificant Improvement in the patients treated by lay counselors 
when compared to control patients who were seen by the ir  regular 
therapists (Carkhuff & Truax, 1965).
Carkhuff (1966, 1968), 1n a review of l i te ra tu re  concerning 
lay versus professional counselors, found widespread evidence 
that lay counselors can be trained to function at fac1l1tat1ve  
levels related to constructive c lie n t  change. These minimally 
f a c i l l t a t lv e  levels can be achieved 1n a.short period of time.
An Inference, drawn by Carkhuff, is that constructive c l ie n t  
change is possible with people other than professionals, and 
that graduate schools should consider adopting selection and 
training procedures used by lay counseling programs.
Studies have been done comparing trained therapists with 
trained volunteers. Sines, S ilver, and Lucero (1961) found 
that psychiatric aides did not produce change in chronic psy­
ch ia tr ic  patients, but there was no control group of thera­
pists to see i f  anyone could, in fa c t ,  produce a change in 
chronic patients. The mean length of hospitalization was
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12.5 years , so 1t Is doubtful whether any Implfcations can be 
drawn based on the population and no control group of thera­
pists .
Poser (1%6) found that lay therapists achieved s l ig h t ly  
better results than did psychiatrists . The lay therapists  
were to ta l ly  untrained; they were essentia lly  selected "off the 
s tree t,"  343 patients from a psychological f a c i l i t y  were chosen 
for the project. Six groups served as contro ls , 28 groups were 
assigned to a randomly picked therap ist. Therapists consisted 
of 11 to ta l ly  untrained college students, and seven profession­
a l ly  tra ined psychiatrists and social workers. Each of the 18 
leaders met one group 5 times per week fo r  a 5 month period.
Both trained and untrained leaders were free  to run th e ir  group 
any way they chose. By comparison to an untreated control group 
the lay therapists achieved s l ig h t ly  be tte r  results than psychia­
t r is ts  and psychiatric social workers during group therapy with  
similar patients.
Poser a ttr ibutes  th e ir  success to "naive enthusiasm" and 
less stereotyping of patients. Rosenbaum (1966) refutes the 
v a lid ity  of Poser's study. In Poser's study, no allowance was 
made for the difference in time fac to r, sex difference and 
motivation of volunteer and therap ist. He agrees that enthusiasm 
may be a crucial variable but doubts the layman's a b i l i t y  to  
handle deep-seated problems of the patient.
Verinis (1970) set out to check the optimism variab le.
£5
Twenty chronic psychotic patients were divided into a treatment 
and a control group. The groups were matched demographically.
The treatment group was composed of volunteers who were asked to 
meet with the patient once a week for 5 months. Seven of the 
volunteers were given an optimistic picture of th e ir  patient*s  
chance fo r  improvement, and six of the volunteers were given a 
pessimistic picture o f th e ir  patient’ s chance for improvement.
By the end of the treatment,five of the patients were released 
from the hospital while none of the control group was released.
The optimism/pessimism attitude made no difference. tlhat made 
the difference was that someone cared and spent time with them.
The volunteers willingness to provide warmth, In te re s t ,  caring, 
and empathy to the patients made a difference 1n th e ir  behavior.
Truax and Lister (1970) did an interesting study using three 
case management conditions (counselor alone, counselor with aide, 
and aide alone) to see which condition produced the greatest 
c lien t Improvement. I t  was found that aides alone produced the 
greatest improvement. These findings are consistent with the 
l i te ra tu re  which states that trad itional methods of teaching in 
academic settings usually neglect the fa c lH ta t iv e  conditions 
necessary fo r  c lie n t Improvement.
Knickerbocker (1972) found that non-professionals showed 
s ign ifican tly  more warmth and empathy than did professionals.
Applety (1963) and Vlarme (1965) Indicated that hospital aides 
who functioned as lay therapists were able to stimulate s ign ificant
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Improvement 1n schizophrenics. And Greenblatt and Kantor (1962) 
described the therapeutic e f fe c t  of college students who worked 
with the chronically  i l l  In  a state mental health hospital. The 
students worked e ith er  as occupational therapists or social workers. 
The study was conducted over a 2 year period with regressed, 
apathetic p a t ie n ts . The results  showed s ign ifican t change 1n the 
wards 1n which the students worked. Further results showed that 
of 55 chronic patients , 20% were improved enough to leave the  
hospital.
In an extremely comprehensive tra in in g  program for parapro- 
fesslonals, FMoch et a l . ,  (1963) trained eight mature housewives 
1n the ir  fo r t ie s  as mental health counselors. In a 3 year fo llow -  
up, done by Magoon and Golann (1966), the eight paraprofesslonals 
were employed 1n the mental health f ie ld .  Results tended to  be 
very stable, and the ir  supervisor's rating placed the para- 
professional s equal or above In competence compared with new 
therapists, HSWs, and with other reference groups (school coun­
selors). Their co-workers also gave them very positive ratings  
on performance.
Harvey (1964) reported th a t 85% of the counselors in 24 
marriage counseling centers In  Australia were trained parapro­
fesslonals. They were chosen because of th e ir  maturity and the ir  
success in personal re lationships. They reported a 15% solution  
rate  and in 25% o f  the ir  cases, the s itu a tio n  was noticeably im­
proved.
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In a companionship program in Boston, college students were 
paired with one patient for weekly v is i ts  throughout a 9 month 
period. Anecdotal data indicated tha t the patients became more 
verbal than they had in years. The professional s ta f f  reported 
that the patients showed more self-confidence, a better appearance, 
and improved social interaction as a d ire c t  result of the volun­
teers (Holzberg & Knapp, 1965).
Zunfcer and Brown (1966) researched student counselor's 
a b i l i ty  in handling academic adjustment of entering freshmen.
Students who were counseled by professionals and by student coun­
selors were matched on (a) sex; (b) age; (c) scholastic a b i l i t y ;
(d) study orientation; and (e) high school rank. The resu lts  
showed that the student counselors were better accepted than the 
professionals and that the student counselors were as e f fe c t iv e  
In comuni eating Information as the professionals. These results  
were obtained by grades at the end of the year and fewer problems 
in study habits and motivation.
In stnmary, the research l i te ra tu re  points to the fa c t  that 
paraprofessionals can create constructive changes in c lie n ts  whether 
the c lients are hospitalized, ou t-patients , students, neurotics or 
depressed normals. Several well-designed studies have shown that 
paraprofessionsIs are equal to or surpass the a b i l i t ie s  of pro­
fessionals. Paraprofessionals operate e ffe c t iv e ly  in a varie ty  of 
ways and can lessen the manpower shortage in the mental health  
f ie ld ,  and part icu la rly  in the manning of hotline telephone services.
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Selection. Training and Empathy Retention 
of Non-Professlonat Therapists 
Selection
I t  is generally agreed that selection and evaluation in human 
services programs Is extremely d i f f i c u l t .  This already d i f f ic u l t  
task becomes next to impossible when evaluating a hotline service.
A handful have t r ie d ,  however, and are presented below.
Gray et a l . ,  (1976) developed an empathic listening test as 
a means of selection of hotline workers. The 60 item instrument 
measures three dimensions of Empathic Listening, (a) understanding, 
(b) In terest, and (c) response-abiHty. The test is based on the 
premise that empathy 1s the most important variable on the te le ­
phones and that "Individuals do d i f fe r  1n th e ir  a b i l i ty  to l is te n  
empathically (p .204)." This test is designed to aid hotline cen­
ters In pre-screening volunteer applicants.
Another method for rating volunteer effectiveness was explored 
by Slaikeu et a l . ,  (1975). They attempted to prove that volunteers 
who were effective  on the telephones would have clients show up for 
face-to-face counseling. The response e l ic i te d  from the "no-shows" 
had very l i t t l e  to do with the telephone worker's a b i l i t ie s ,  and was 
consequently judged unreliable. Generally, the "no-shows" responded 
that they had gone to another agency (e .g . Alcoholics Anonymous) 
or that "things got better."
Rudow (1970) suggested paper and pen exams, interviews, and 
assessment of Carkhufflan techniques as a means to select and
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evaluate the paraprofesslonal.
Tucker et a l ,  (1970) judged the effectiveness of volunteers 
by th e ir  a b i l i ty  to be empathic. Although the assessment method 
is not described, Garrell (1969) says that positive regard and 
respect for the c a lle r ,  properly corrmunfcated, are prerequisites 
fo r  constructive helping. I t  seems that empathy, warmth, and 
genuineness are essential for helping over the telephones,
Jamison and Johnson (1975) wanted to assess the personality  
variables of empathy and the A -  B therapist orientation of 
volunteer phone workers, paid workers, professional therapists, 
and a control group. An "A" orientation 1s concerned with per­
sonality  oriented goals; a "B" orientation 1s more problem-cen­
tered and more concerned with symptom reduction. The paid and 
volunteer workers were so much a like  that they were combined 
into one group fo r  the s tatis tica l analysis. Male phone workers 
were s ig n ifican tly  higher in empathy than professionals and 
college students. Phone workers also showed a "B" orientation.  
They concluded that;
Ue do not see a problem-centered orientation  
as being completely contradictory to the 
existence of empathic understanding. To 
elaborate, the phone worker may have a high 
degree of empathy for his ca ller. At the 
same time, however, the parameters of the 
situation (a time-limited single phone
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contact with a person in acute c r is is }  
may compel the phone worker to be quite  
direct and problem focused 1n his attempts 
to help the ca lle r  rather than focusing 
primarily on the comnunication of 
empathy (p .273),
Jamison and Johnson recommended that workers be chosen 
for th e ir  high degree of empathy, and that th e ir  performance 
be care fu lly  evaluated. They do not recommend how the eva­
luation should be accomplished. They simply s ta te , based on 
past research, that careful screening should take place.
Truax (1970) advocated selecting non-professionals by 
use o f  testing devices. He f e l t  that an agency is looking 
for a person with "high, stable ego strength ( p .8 ) .M He fu r ­
ther recormended th a t selection be based upon non-professionals 
actual performance with c lients . Through assessment of th e ir  
performance s k i l ls ,  determination could be made concerning th e ir  
s k i l ls  with the therapeutic t r ia d .  I t  is the purpose of th is  
research to provide an easy and quick method of evaluating a 
potentia l worker's a b i l i ty  to retain  empathic s k i l ls .
Training
A ll hotlines use their own techniques to tra in  th e ir  workers 
based on reading manuals, educational experience of t ra in e rs ,  and 
research lite ra tu re . The prime goal of tra in ing seems to be to 
t ra in  volunteers in f a c i l i t a t iv e  conditions in an atmosphere which
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also Includes personal growth.
Farberow et a l .  {1966), Nolan and Cooke (1970), Riessman 
(1967) have described techniques for training volunteers to work 
In mental health f ie ld s . The most frequently used tra ining manual, 
written by Farberow et a l ,  (1966) has been devoted primarily to 
cris is  Intervention techniques - techniques which hotline centers 
have most often emulated.
Various techniques have been employed to tra in  volunteers for 
therapeutic roles, Carkhuff et a l .  (1964), Carkhuff and Truax 
(1965), and Truax (1970) suggested an integrated approach using 
didactic and experiential training methods. They found that t ra in ­
ees could be brought to function at effective levels of therapy 
comnensurate with professional therapists in less than 100 hours 
of tra in ing . Martin and Carkhuff (1968) implemented th is  approach 
and found high fa c i l i t a t iv e  levels in volunteers trained with this 
didactic /experientia l approach.
These positive results obtained by Carkhuff and his cohorts 
indicate that such a training program is not only expedient but 
also highly e ffec tive  1n i ts  usefulness for tra in ing lay personnel.
Berenson et a l .  (1966) randomly assigned college students 
to three groups, Group I trained using research scales and quasi- 
therapeutlc experience. Group I I  trained but used no scales or 
group therapy. Group I I I  was control group. Results showed that 
Group I demonstrated the greatest amount of change in a l l  fac111- 
ta ttve  s k i l ls .  Obviously, checking one's s k i l ls  against scales
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and having some therapeutic experience provided Group I with fa r  
superior tra in ing than Group IK  The need to not only teach 
empathy but to have i t  rated and provide feedback makes a s igni­
f ic a n t difference in one's increasing their fa c i l i ta t iv e  a b i l i t ie s ,
Rudow (1971) has selected the components which he feels are 
mandatory fo r  any paraprofessional training program. He divides 
tra in in g  into two areas: general and specific. Interpersonal
s k i l ls  are taught in the "general" area with emphasis on workshop, 
t-groups, and role playing, "Specific" training includes job- 
re la ted  s k i l l s ,  such as mechanics, working with c lien ts , and ethics. 
"Specific" tra in in g  can be accomplished through lectures 1n the 
classroom setting .
Many researchers {Hadley et a l . 1970; Thompson, 1970; Ziskln,
1970) stress tha t tra in ing should enhance the growth of the para- 
professional, both In interpersonal sk ills  and In intrapersonal 
functioning. They believe that training should aid in developing 
healthy a ttitud es  and behaviors and Is ,  in fact, a form of psy­
chological education. They advocate that part of the training pro­
gram should include t-groups or encounter groups as a way of in ­
creasing awareness among the paraprofessionals.
Carkhuff and Truax (1965a, 1965b) feel that training w ill 
create a personality change in the trainee. And they focus on 
t ra in in g  being a growth experience which aids in the development 
of a new self-concept. I t  is agreed that providing new experiences 
in learning and in self-awareness w i l l  lead the paraprofessional
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Into a higher level of interpersonal functioning.
Retention of Empathy
Truax e t a l . (1966} were able to demonstrate that therapists, 
and not c lients  were in control of the therapeutic conditions of 
empathy, genuineness, and warmth, forty  outpatients were assigned, 
10 patients each to 4 d if fe re n t  therapists, with the assumption 
that 1f c lients  controlled the level of the therapeutic conditions, 
variations would appear in taped responses over a four month period. 
Results demonstrated that the therapist was in control of the s itu a ­
tion and that the level o f  his responses were consistent over time. 
That is I f  he demonstrated high levels of empathy, genuineness, and 
positive regard during the f i r s t  session, la ter  sessions would be 
maintained a t the same level of proficiency. That being the case, 
the retention of empathy becomes a valid research question.
Rfoch (1967) argues that volunteer's enthusiasm and f a c i l f t a -  
t ive  s k i l ls  tend to "burn out'1 i f  not used often enough, She does 
not specify the frequency needed, but i t  is of particu lar interest  
to th is researcher to find out i f  trained volunteers who use th e ir  
s k i l ls  a minimum of 4 hours a month, w i l l ,  in fa c t ,  lose th e ir  
ori g i na1 empathy 1 eve1.
Only one other research study dealt with retention of empathy* 
Holder (1969) used 24 nurses to measure retention of empathy. The 
nurses were divided Into three groups of eight each. One group 
was given 5 hours of empathy tra in ing; another group had 10 hours; 
the th ird  group had 15 hours. Post-training measures were taken
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using Carkhuff's Empathy Scale. All measures were from written  
responses of the nurses to a w ritten situation* At 1 month and 
2 month in terva ls , measures were again taken to see i f  the ir  
empathy levels held. All measures were taken by reviewing written  
responses of the nurses. All three groups improved significantly  
writing and rating empathic remarks. Nowhere in the study were 
the nurses rated as they actually participated in an interaction. 
One cannot automatically assume that verbal s k il ls  w il l  improve 
i f  w ritten s k i l ls  improve. This researcher w il l  correct this fau lt  
by having an actual behavorlal rating of the volunteer as he talks 
with a c a lle r .
In summary, there 1s a d e fin ite  need for an adequate selection 
procedure for volunteers. While some research has been done which 
offers directions fo r  volunteer selection, each selection procedure 
has drawbacks.
Once selected, tra in ing  procedures for various organization 
have also shown a wide deviance. The most promising, however, as 
based on research (Carkhuff et a l . ,  1964; Carkhuff & Truax, 1965a, 
1965b; Hadley et a l , ,  1970) Indicated that a didactic and experien­
t ia l  approach aimed at creating positive personality change for 
the volunteer has had the best results.
Truax et a l .  (1966) demonstrated the necessity for empathy 
in a counseling s ituation and pointed out the need for evaluating 
the retention of empathy over time.
Glaringly vacant in research has been the evaluation of the
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tra ined  paraprofessional over time. The next logical step Is an 
investigation  of the retention of learned empathic s k i l ls .  This 
study w i l l  attempt to f i l l  this research gap, for without reten­
t io n  of learned s k i l l s ,  tra in in g  is of questionable value. Tt, 
fu r th e r ,  is aimed at providing an easy and quick method of evalua­
t in g  potentia l workers.
Effects of Empathy
Understanding, or empathy, 1s the a b i l i t y  to see the world 
through the other person's eyes. In helping, 1t is as i f  the 
helper "crawls" Inside o f  the helpee's skin and feels things the 
helpee fe e ls ,  and experiences the world the way the helpee ex­
periences 1 t  (Carkhuff, 1971, p .170).
A substantial body of evidence exists which states that thera­
pists  or counselors who are high 1n empathy w i l l  create an atmos­
phere for e f fe c t iv e  personality change (Truax & Carkhuff, 1967).
Carkhuff (1971) fu r th e r  states that i f  a helper Is not high 
in empathy (cannot sense the real problem) than the helpee w il l  
not share fu l ly  with the helper. I t  is imperative for the helpee 
to share and explore himself f u l ly  1n order fo r  the helpee to 
understand his problem f u l l y  thus leading to behavorlal changes.
Among these studies which support the above statement Is one 
done at Johns Hopkins by Whitehorn and Betz (1954) and Betz (1963). 
Seven psych ia tr is ts  whose schizophrenic patient Improvement was 
75% were compared with seven psychiatrists  whose Improvement rate 
was 27*. The differences found between the psychiatrists were
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not In th e ir  theoretical background but in th e ir  relationship  
style -  a s tyle  which included a high level of empathy.
Using the Accurate Empathy Scale* Bergin and Soloman (1963) 
showed that accurate empathy was s ig n if ic a n tly  related to the 
ab il ity  to  produce constructive personality change.
Carkhuff and Alexifc (1967) manipulated a counseling s i t ­
uation to see the e ffec t upon high and low functioning counse­
lors. The counselors were divided In to  two groups (a) those over 
level 3 on Carkhiff's scales (b) those below level 3 on Carkhuff"s 
scales. The c lient saw a l l  the counselors and explored the same 
problem. During the f i r s t  one-third of the interview and the last 
one-th1rd she self-disclosed. During the middle segment, she 
talked about non-essential iterns. The high level counselors con­
tinued to function at high levels throughout the interview and the 
low level counselors allowed the c l ie n t  to ramble. An example of 
the middle segment with a high functioning counselor:
Client: Amherst is so very d if fe re n t  from
Washington . . . geographically . . . .  
Counselor: And the people are d if fe re n t -  fo r  you.
Client: Well, I have a nice house here . . . .
Counselor: But* i t ' s  lonely and no one seems to care.
The c l ie n t 's  statement about the low functioning counselors is 
interesting. She said, "The tenacity of these therapists not 
to get Involved with anything human was frighten ing ."
Empathy, thus, seems to be a necessary condition 1n
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counseling (Bergln, 1966). One of the goals of counseling is to 
get the c lien t to self-explore and this se lf-exp1oration w i l l  be 
accomplished 1n a warm, sensitive atmosphere (Rogers, 1975). 
Shapiro* Kruas* and Truax (1969) showed that psychotherapists 
who were high 1n genuineness, empathy, and warmth led to greater 
self-exploration by the client* Evidence Is overwhelming that 
I t  is the therapist who 1s responsible for the therapeutic 
climate created empathy (Truax & Carkhuff, 1967}.
Lesser (1961) attempted to establish the relationship  
between counseling progress and empathic understanding with his 
study of 11 s ta ff  counselors at Michigan State University and 
22 students and student wives who had sought counseling. Coun­
selor and patient each were tested with the Q-Sort before coun­
seling began. Final data collection was at three possible times; 
at the termination of counseling; a fte r  12 hours of counseling; 
at the semesters termination regardless of length of time in 
counseling. Post-testing consisted of Q-Sort, rating by patient 
of counselor on the Empathic Understanding Scale, and counselor 
rated s e lf  on the Empathic Understanding Scale. Counselors 
were also asked to rate themselves on feelings of s im ila r ity  
towards each of th e ir  clients.
Results disputed the generally accepted view that empathic 
understanding is important to counseling progress. Counselor 
progress and counselor empathic understanding, as rated by 
clients and counselors, were not real ted to each other.
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The study also found that s im ila r ity  between c l ie n t  and counselor 
self-perceptions was negatively related to counseling progress. 
Correct awareness, however, did re la te  to counseling progress. 
Empathic understanding was not related to s im ila r ity ,  to correct 
awareness of s im ila r i ty ,  or to overes tim ates  of s im ila r ity .  
Several criticisms of this study tend to question the v a lid ity  
of results. The use of the Q-Sort 1s questionable as a re liab le  
Indicator of change - based on patient bias and the d i f f ic u l ty  of 
ob jec tiv ity . Counselor ratings also tend to be biased. Neutral 
judges,for ra ting , would have strengthened the c re d ib il i ty .  Test­
ing of counselor's feelings were determined by a scale devised 
for the purpose of the paper leaving v a lid ity  and r e l ia b i l i t y  in 
question. Judge's rating of the Empathic Understanding Scale were 
not described in terms of interjudge r e l ia b i l i t y .  Also, the f i f th  
judge, the author, tended to Indicate bias. The small number of 
clients involved 1n the study make 1t d i f f ic u l t  to assess both 
c re d ib i l i ty  and generalization a b i l i t y .
Long and Schultz's (1973) study focused on group leader's 
level of empathy and the e ffec t 1t had on the depth of self-explora  
tion. They found tha t those group leaders who scored high on the 
Truax Scale of Accurate Empathy created more self-exploration among 
group members.
Truax (1961) canpared the levels of accurate empathy on four 
hospitalized patients who showed improvement and four who showed 
deterioration. A total of 384 Z minute samples was selected from
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therapy sessions. The findings indicated that the psychothera­
p is ts  whose patients had Improved rated higher on accurate empathy 
than those whose patients deteriorated (p <  .01). Further, the 
therapists ' level of empathy was consistent over a 6 months period.
Again, Truax (1967) found that accurate empathy was d ire c t ly  
re la ted  to positive outcome 1n hospitalized patients. He disco­
vered that therapy with the "failure" cases was characterized by 
low and inaccurate empathy (p < ,05).
Pierce et a l .  (1967) found that those counselors who offered  
a high degree of empathy e lic ite d  the greatest amount of construc­
t iv e  gain 1n th e ir  clients. Also, those c lients  of the high func­
tioning counselor did not drop out of therapy while the clients  
o f the low functioning counselor withdrew prematurely.
Truax et a l . (1974) stated that 1t 1s of the utmost importance 
th a t  hurran relations' specialists be assessed as high in therapeutic 
s k i l l s .  These s k il ls  are imperative to f a c i l i t a te  a wide range of 
behaviors and that low levels of these s k i l ls  are not helpful and are 
often harmful to the recipient.
In summary, evidence is overwhelming that c lien ts  who are seen 
by therapists communicating empathy w i l l  generally make constructive 
changes. Without empathy * the c lien t w i l l  make no change or w i l l  
deterio ra te . I f  empathy is present, the c l ie n t  w i l l  se lf-d isclose  
which leads to self-exploration which leads to counseling progress.
Chapter 3
S a m p le
The population w il l  be a group of volunteers who completed 
their training for CONTACT Peninsula 1n Hay, 1976. They have a l l  
been manning the phones monthly since that time. There are 20 
men and 32 women ranging in age from 19 to 71 with a mean age of 
38.5. Mean educational level was 14.8 years. Only one has had 
previous training in the mental health f ie ld .
Recruitment of Volunteers
Two months before training begins, CONTACT Peninsula, Inc, 
begins an active recruitment program. Notices about the begin­
ning o f training are put 1n a l l  the Peninsula churches newsletters 
and/or bulletins. Announcements are sent to a l l  radio stations, 
newspapers, and agency and club newswlres. Speakers, from CONTACT'S 
Speaker's Bureau, are sent to any radio s tation , TV show, club, 
agency, or church who requests to know more about the tra in ing class 
and CONTACT'S requirements.
Anyone who is interested in taking CONTACT'S course must call 
the o ffice  and make an appointment to be Interviewed by the D irector, 
f i l l  out an application, take the California Psychological Inventory, 
(CPI), and have a tour of the phone room.
Screening the Volunteers
The volunteer must go through certain screening procedures before 
he/she is allowed to take tra ining and additional screening throughout 
the training classes. He/she must have an interview with the Director,
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f i l l  out an application, and take the CPI.
During the interview, training and comrrl tment to the program 
are explained. The Director also finds out why the applicant 
wishes to take the course, any pertinent experience, and the ap­
plicant's  a b i l i t y  to be non-judgmental,
The application and CPI are reviewed before the volunteer 
is accepted Into the program. The volunteer is reminded that he/she 
is being evaluated during the en tire  tra in ing course and completion 
of the course does not necessarily mean they w i l l  be accredited. 
Also, attendance at a l 1 training sessions 1s mandatory unless 1n 
case of an emergency.
Training of the Volunteer
The tra in ing program was a 10 week course with meetings two
nights a week plus a Saturday workshop. One night was a lecture
and the other night was a small group meeting. The lectures In­
cluded the following topics:
1. Saturday workshop - Theological Foundations
This workshop begins with a lecture concerning CONTACT'S 
theological foundation, and the rest of the day is spent 
in values c la r if ic a t io n  exercises designed to stimulate think­
ing about one's own religious convictions. I t  1s also Im­






4. Empathy -  This lecture explains the empathic levels, 
the importance of empathy, and its  effects. The p a r t ic i ­
pants see a demonstration role playt respond to taped 
statements with empathic comments, and do the ir  own role 
plays.
5. Listening Skills -  This lecture Includes further emphasis 
on empathy, warmth, genuineness, and confrontation. I t  teaches 
active listening responses.
6. Family Problems - Included In this are adolescent, 
marital * and geria tr ic  problems.
7. Pregnancy, Adoption, and Abortion
B. Sexually Disturbed Callers and Venereal Disease -  The 
sexually disturbed c a l le r  Includes the homosexual, mastur­
bating c a l le r ,  transvestite , incestuous relationship, and 
fetishes.
9. Suicide and Depression
10. Rape and the Sexually Molested Child
Small group leaders were chosen for their leadership a b i l i ty  
and empathic s k i l ls .  Research points out that empathy 1s best 
learned from empathic people. Empathy can be learned and is l ik e ly  
to be learned i f  supervisors are empathic [Aspy & Roebuck, 1975; 
Bergin & Solomon, 1970). Trainees tend to move in th e ir  function­
ing to the level of the ir  trainers {Carkhuff, 1969, Pierce, Carkhuff, 
Berenson, 1967).
The small group meetings were for the purpose of getting to
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know oneself better, to in te rac t with others, to get to feelings  
about problem areas, and to role  play* Intensive role  playing 
begins a f te r  the lectures on empathy* The group breaks up In to  
triads with a c a l le r ,  a l is te n e r ,  and an observer* The observer 
records a l l  his comments and gives feedback to the lis tener*
Each member of the groups taped a ro le  play which was c r it iq u e d ,  
l ine  by H n e , by a professional counselor. These tapes and com­
ments were returned to the trainees with instructions to l is te n
to themselves and read the comments. At other times, the triads
were taped and the group listened immediately to a playback 
while the group members gave feedback.
At the end of the 10 weeks, the trainees went away for an 
overnight re treat*  On the re t re a t ,  they worked in dyads and
triads to improve th e ir  l is ten ing  s k i l ls  and empathic responses.
In the last two weeks of tra in in g , each trainee must pull 
three practice s h if ts .  On the f i r s t  s h i f t ,  they only lis ten  to  
the ca lls ; on the second s h i f t ,  they take h a lf  of the calls and 
th e ir  supervisor takes the other h a lf ;  on the th ird  s h i f t ,  they 
take a l l  the calls while the supervisor listens and crit iques*  
Research Design
The volunteers were administered the Californ ia  Psychological 
Inventory (CPI) prior to tra in in g . The tests were self-adm inistered  
a t  the hotline o f f ic e . Scores were obtained with CPI*s Subscale 
on Empathy being the p re -te s t  measure.
After a year on the phones, the volunteers were again given
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the CPI to obtain a score fo r the CPI Empathy Subscale. The
purpose of the posttest was to determine the retention level of
empathy on a written test.
As a behavorial measure of empathy, the volunteers received
a "fake" phone call which was recorded. Each ca ll was made by 
the same person relating the same problem. The c a l le r  was trained 
to be authentic and to use the same basic statements.
Carkhuff's five-point Empathy Scale {1969} was used to rate  
volunteers on their empathic a b i l i ty  (See Appendix I ) .  The raters  
listened to the f i r s t  four minutes of the tape (D illo n , 1971;
Zunin & Zunin, 197Z) in order to get an empathy ra ting . A mean 
of th e ir  scores served as the volunteer's f in a l rating.
The empathy raters were trained in empathy by a 10 week 
course entitled  Empathy: Tune-In (Tubesing & Tubesing, 1973).
(See Appendix I I ) .
S ta tis tics
A t-mean was used for the pre and posttest on CPI's Empathy 
Subscale in order to measure the retention of empathy.
A linear correlation was used for the posttest and the be­
havorial ratings. The researcher realized that the two scales 
may be measuring d ifferen t aspects of empathy, but i t  was im­
portant to see i f  pen and paper tests correlated with behavior.
A regression analysis was computed with the behavior on 
the telephone as the dependent variable and the pretest on 
CPI Empathy Subscale as the independent variable. A discriminate
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analysis was run to determine what factors were most s ign ificant  
in praiictlng behavior.
The regression was run for the f i r s t  26 volunteers* ran­
domly selected* The resulting equation was used fo r  the second 
26 volunteers to determine i f  the equation predicted the judge's 
scores. I t  is the hope o f  the researcher that CPI's Empathy 
Scale can be used as a screening device.
Hypotheses
1* Pre and posttest CPI Empathy Subscale w i l l  demonstrate 
maintenance or increase of empathic s k i l ls  over time.
2. The telephone behavior w i l l  corre la te  signl f  Icantly  
with the posttest on CPI's Empathy Subscale.
3. The pretest on CPI's Empathy Subscale w i l l  prove 
valuable as a prediction of the telephone behavior, 
i . e . ,  subjects scoring 18.5 or above w i l l  be rated 
as having appropriate telephone behavior ( 3 or 
above on Carkhuff's Empathy Scale).
Instrumentation 
Hogan's Empathy Scale
Hogan (1969) developed and validated an Empathy Scale 
using combined MMPI-CPI item pool. I t  Is a 64 item scale with 
31 items from the CPI, 2S from I W I  and 8 from various experi­
mental testing  forms used In studies a t IPAR In Berkeley.
The v a l id ity  of the scale is reported to be .80 using the 
Spearman-Brown formula. A te s t - re te s t  corre la tion  a f te r  a 2
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month interval was -84. Extensive studies were done by Hogan to  
obtain both v a l id ity  and r e l ia b i l i t y .
Using the CPI items alone* the CPI Empathy Subscale corre­
lates at .92 with the fu ll-s c a le  score. This researcher intends 
to use the CPI Empathy Subscale.
Carkhuff1s Empathy Scale
Assessment of empathy relied on the scale developed by 
Carkhuff (1969a). This is a revised f iv e -p o in t scale developed 
from the orig inal nine-point Truax scale (Truax S Carkhuff,
1967). Level three is the minimal level of f a d l i t a t l v e  func­
tioning. At the lowest le v e l ,  the helper does not demonstrate 
he is l is ten in g , comprehending or sensitive to obvious feelings 
of the helpee. At the maximum leve l, the helper responds with 
to ta l awareness of the other person and f u l l  and precise empa­
th ic  understanding of the other person's deepest meanings.
Much research has been done using Carkhuff's Empathy Scale, 
and I t  Is often most accurately used 1n judging taped sessions 
(Authler & Gustafson, 1976; D illey et a l . ,  1971; Carkhuff et a l . ,  
1968; Kurtz A Grimmon, 1972; Slalkew e t a l . ,  1975; Tapp et a l . ,  
1974; Zfmner S Anderson, 1968}.
Chapter 4
Analysis of date and findings
The purpose of this study was to determine I f  ( ! )  pre and 
posttest CPT Empathy Subtest Scales w i l l  demonstrate maintenance 
or Increase of empathic s k i l ls  over time; (2) the telephone be­
havior w i l l  correlate s ign ificantly  with the posttest on CPI's 
Empathy Subscale; (3) the pretest on CPI's Empathy Subtest 
Scale w i l l  prove valuable as a prediction of the telephone be­
havior, 4 .e . ,  subjects scoring 18.5 or above w i l l  be rated as 
having appropriate telephone behavior (3 or above on Carkhuff's 
Empathy Scale); (4) demographic variables have any bearing on 
maintaining empathic s k i l ls .
The California Psychological Inventory was administered to 
52 trainees prior to the commencement of the tra in ing program.
Of these 52 trainees, 20 were male and 32 were female. Their 
ages ranged from 19 to 71, with a mean of 38.5. 38 were married,
four were s ingle, nine were divorced, and one was widowed. Their 
educational experience ranged from a G.E.D. to 20 years of schools 
1ng with a mean educational level of 14.8 years.
After the volunteers had been on the telephones for one year, 
they were again given the CPI in order to determine th e ir  score 
on the Empathy Subtest ScAle. This pre and posttest was conducted 
to determine the telephone volunteers retention of empathy over 
time.
Hypothesis I
A T -test analysis was run to determine 1f there were a
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s ig n if ic a n t difference between means of pre and pcsttest scores. 
Subsequent data yielded a significant positive level of d i f fe r ­
ence between the two tests. Table 1 depicts these results.
The table shows th a t the volunteers' empathic s k i l ls , as measured 
by the CPI Empathy Subscale increased at a significant level 
from the pre to the posttests. (Significant at <  .001 level with  
51 degrees of freedom).
Hypothesis I I
These volunteers, also a fte r  one year of volunteer service 
on the telephones, received a "fake" telephone c a ll .  A ll volun­
teers heard the same problem from the same caller and each call 
was taped while the Interactions were in process. Three trained 
observers rated the f i r s t  four minutes of each call fo r  over-all 
level of empathy* The observers rated the volunteers on Carkhuff's 
Empathy Rating Scale. Table 2 shows the correlation between the 
observers. Significance was at the .901 level indicating a high 
corre la tion  between a l l  three observer's rating scores.
Posttest CPI Empathy Subscale results were compared to the 
Empathy Behavior Ratings through a linear correlation analysis. 
Additional demographic data of age and education were also com­
pared to the posttest CPI Empathy Subscale, Table 3 depicts the 
l in e a r  corre la tion  of the posttest with behavior, age, and 
education. Results demonstrated that behavior correlated s igni­
f ic a n t ly  with the posttest {S -  .001), Volunteers rating  high 

























Correlation Coeffic ient of Evaluation
A B C
A 1.000 .9414 .9512
S = .001 S -  .001 5 = .001
B .9414 1.0 .9289
S -  .001 S = .001 S -  .001
C .9512 .9289 1.0





























































When the CPI Empathy Subscale Test was compared to the age 
of the volunteer, I t  depicted a negative corre la tion , s ig n i f i ­
cant at ,005. The younger person tended to have the higher 
empathy behavior rating . Education of volunteers showed a 
positive correlation with a significance of ,041 when compared 
to the CPI Empathy Subtest Scale. The higher the education, the 
higher the score on the CPI Empathy posttest.
Because p a rt ia l  correlation coeffic ients  show relationship  
between two variables while adjusting fo r the effects of one or 
more additional variables, they were used to obtain a more com­
plete  breakdown of the data. Table 4 shows p a rt ia l  correlation  
coefficients with posttest behavior, age, and education. CPI 
Empathy Subscale posttest correlated s ig n if ic a n t ly  with behavior 
( r  * .4260, t  <  .001). CPI Empathy Subscale posttests showed a 
negative correlation when compared to age ( r  = -.3562, s < .005), 
CPI Empathy Subscale posttests correlated s ig n if ic a n tly  with edu­
cation level of volunteers ( r -  -.5160, » = .001). Behavior also 
correlated s ig n if ic a n tly  with the educational level of volunteers 
{ r  *  .5532, s » .001). Age showed a negative correlation to edu­
cation {r  * - .2107 , % = ,067). Table 5 shows the correlation of 
the pretest with age, education, and behavior.
Hypothesis I I I
I t  was Important to determine I f  the CPI Empathy Subscale could 
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was performed to determine a regression equation and the value of 
the CPI Empathy Subscale pretest as a predictor of empathlc s k i l ls .  
The prediction equation { y 1 = .4856 + ,1302] (pretest score on 
CPI Empathy Subscale ) has a 1.12238 standard e rror. Behavior, 
as rated by Carkhuff's Empathy Scale, can be predicted by the 
equation with a ^  1.1 e rror. For example, I f  the equation pre­
dicts a person will score a 3 on CES, he could, 1n fa c t ,  score 
anywhere from 1,9 to 4 .1. Therefore, I t  can be concluded that the 
CPI Empathy Subscale as a pretest measure cannot be used as the 
sole predictor of behavior. Table 5 depicts the results.
In order to further understand the data, a discriminant 
analysis was run. Discriminant analysis distinguishes between two 
or more groups of cases by forming one or more linear combinations 
of discriminating variables. The functions are formed In such a 
way as to maximize separation of the groups. The 52 volunteers 
were divided Into three groups depending upon th e ir  score on the 
behavioral ratings. Group 1 with 14 subjects, scored less than 2.1;  
group 2 with 19 subjects, scored less than 3.6 and greater than 2.0;  
group 3 with 19 subjects, scored greater than 3.5. Table 7 shows 
the means and standard deviation of each group an pretest, posttest, 
agd, and education.
Group 1 showed mean scores on pretest of 16.0, posttest 16.1 , 
with a mean age of 48.07 and mean educational level of 13.07. Group 
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mean age of 36,95 and a mean educational level of 14,79. Group 3 
showed mean scores on pretest of 19,26, posttest 20.26 with a mean 
age of 33,05 and an educational level of 16,21,
In an e f fo r t  to bredt dawn the data fu rth e r , a Wilk's Lambda 
was computed. This s ta t is t ic  takes a l l  the factors which make up 
function and breaks down a l l  factors 1n order to understand what 
factor or factors discriminate between the groups. This p a r t i*  
cular s ta t is t ic  w i l l  show the discriminating power of variables 
which haven't been removed by discriminate functions. The larger  
the , the less chance there 1s that the function w i l l
a ffec t 1t,
The Wilk's Lambda and Univariate F-rat1o with 2 and 49 df shows 
a s ign ificant difference between group 1 and group 3 with age and 
education demonstrating the highest discriminating power. Table 
8 depicts these results.
Multiple regression analysis of behavior with CPI Subscale 
pretest scores and the regression equation hive shown that the 
pretest has some power for prediction but additional data shows 
that there are other factors Important for the selection process.
In an attempt to define the Importance of these factore , 
additional discriminant analysis was run to determine the function 
with the most weight. Function 1 contains age and education.
These two factors make up 95% of the differences between the three 
groups. The standardized discriminant function coeffic ients under 
Fundtlon 1 show pretest ■ .0319; posttest = .274; age ■ - .501 ; and
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Table 8
Wlllt's Lambda (U -s ta tls tic ) and Univariate F -ra tlo  
with 2 and 49 degrees of freedom 
Discriminating factors of pretest, posttest, age 
and education of Groups 1 , 2 ,  and 3
Variable





*  significant at 51 level of confidence
** significant at 1£ level of confidence
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education = .620. Table 9 shows the s ta tis tics  and Table 10 
shows the coefficients In Function 1.
Group 1 was comprised of 14 subjects scoring less than 2 J  
on the behavior rating of Carkhuff's Empathy Scale. Of these 
14, 11 fe l l  within the same age and education leve l. Three sub­
jects f e l l  within the age and education level normal for group
2 (less than 3.6 and greater than 2tO on Carkhuff's Empathy 
Scale), Group 2 had 19 members with 10 fa ll in g  Into the same 
age and education leve l. Three members f e l l  Into the norm estab­
lished fo r  group 1 and six fe l l  into the norm established for group
3 (greater than 3.5 on Carkhuff's Empathy Scale)* Group 3 had 19 
members with 13 fa l l in g  into the same age and education level. Six 
f e l l  Into the group 2 norm for age and education.
For prediction purposes, one can predict by age and education 
that a person w i l l  be In Group 1, Group 2, or Group 3 . For Group 
1, the percentage of accuracy 1s 78.6* for Group 2, 52.6%; and 
for Group 3, 68.4*. Table 11.
Hypothesis I
Pre and posttest CPI Empathy Subscale w il l  demonstrate main­
tenance or Increase of empathlc s k i l ls  over time.
The Hypothesis was accepted.
A s ign ificant difference was found between the pre and post­
test. The volunteer's empathlc s k i l ls  Increased s ign ifican tly  
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The telephone behavior w il l  correlate s ignificantly  with the 
posttest on CPI's Empathy Subscale,
The Hypothesis was accepted.
A linear correlation analysis demonstrated that behavior does 
corre la te  s ig n ifican tly  with the posttest (s T .001). A volunteer 
who scores high { l f l .5 or above) on the Empathy posttest w il l  also 
score high (3,0 or above) on the behavior rating.
Hypothesis I I I
The pretest on CPI's Empathy Subscale w i l l  prove valuable as 
a prediction of telephone behavior, I . e . ,  subjects scoring IB .5 
or above w i l l  be rated as having appropriate telephone behavior 
(3 or above on Carkhuff's Empathy Scale).
A m ultip le  regression analysis gave the following prediction 
equation: y 1 = .4056 + ,1302 {pretest score) with a 1.12238 5tan>-
dard e rro r . Predicted behavior score derived from the equation w il l  
have an error of + 1 . 1 .
The Hypothesis was rejected. The standard error +.1.1 was 
so great when used with the 5 point behavior rating scale that 
prediction could only be made on extreme cases.
Chapter 6
S i r n m a r y
Twenty-four hour hotlines have m ultip lied rapidly as the need 
for such services has In ten s if ied . Research indicating that the 
majority of calls  came from lonely people and those having re la ­
tionship problems {Haughton, 196B; Farberow, 1966), has resulted 
in new trends In tra in ing of the volunteer phone workers. This 
shifting  in emphasis has encouraged the enhancement of a helping 
relationship characterized by an empathlc atmosphere.
This, in tu rn , has led to a need fo r  improved selection pro­
cedures of potential volunteers with goals being {a) the volunteer 
who w i l l  show the most potential fo r  training and (b) the volun­
teer who w i l l  best re ta in  the necessary Ingredient of empathy t ra in ­
ing over time. This study is designed to evaluate the e ffe c t iv e ­
ness of CPI Empathy Subscale and demographic data as a predictor 
of potentia l volunteers. I t  w ill also evaluate the retention of 
empathlc s k i l ls  over time.
Data was gathered on 52 volunteers during February, 1976 and 
Hayi 1977. The pretest was given in September, 1976 and the post­
tes t and telephone call 1n Hay, 1977, one year a f te r  they finished 
tra in ing . The pre and posttest were scored, and the telephone 
behavior was rated by three Independent judges.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The following conclusions appear warranted 1n l ig h t  of the data
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generated by this study.
Hypothesis I
The pre and posttest CPI Empathy Subscale demonstrates an 
Increase in empathlc s k i l ls  over time. Since telephone centers 
generally keep the same workers for a number of y e a rs J t  1s Im­
portant to note that the ir  s k i l ls  are maintained. Whether the 
s k i l ls  are sustained because of telephone experience or other 
l i f e  experiences 1s unknown. Further evaluation should be con­
sidered 1n an attempt to determine the variables Instrumental In 
empathy enhancement over time. Studies should also be conducted 
at both shorter and longer Intervals to determine ( 1 ) i f  the en­
hancement is a steady Increase or sporatlc, ( 2 } for what period 
of time beyond a year does improvement continue* (3) i f  there Is  
a leveling off or decline In empathlc s k i l ls  with time.
Because of a l l  the unknown elements 1n empathy retention, 
telephone centers might consider controlling for the retention  
factor by requiring In-service training In listening s k i l ls .  To 
Insure that callers receive the best care, mandatory retraining  
seems advisable.
Hypothesis I I
The telephone behavior does correlate s ign ificantly  with the 
posttest on CPI Empathy Subscale.
The research Indicates that the posttest Is tru ly  measuring 
behavior and that both the behavior and the posttest appear to 
be tapping Into the same aspects of empathy.
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Since the CPI Empathy Subscale appears to be measuring the 
same aspect of empathy as the behavioral ratings, 1 t would seem 
that the subscale could be further refined to have less standard 
error. I f  this could be accomplished, then the subscale could be 
used as a screening device as well as a measure of behavior for  
supervision purposes.
Hypothesis I I I
The pretest on CPI's Empathy Subscale 1s not valuable as a 
predictor of telephone behavior.
The standard error (1 .1 )  1s too great to enable the pretest 
to be used as a screening device. I f  the prediction equation 
predicts the telephone behavior to be a four, the person could 
score a Z.9 -  5. That range 1s acceptable but i f  the equation 
predicts the telephone behavior to be a 2 .4 , the person could 
range from 1.4 -  3 . 6 . The lower l im it  is unacceptable while the 
upper l im it  1s acceptable, thus prediction 1s l e f t  to chance.
There Is entirely too much error to make the pretest useful 
for screening. This is not to say that prescreening for empathy 
1s not Important but that the CPI Empathy Subscale is not valuable 
as a predictor, especially in the middle ranges of CPI scores. 
Demographic Date
The factors which have the most promise 1n terms of selection  
are age and education. Both age and education correlated s ig n i f i ­
cantly with the posttest score. The higher the education and the 
lower the age, the higher the posttest scores.
6&
In grouping the volunteers according to behavior ratings 
(G-| less than 2.1; less than 3.6 but greater than 2 .0 ; G3 
greater than 3 .5 ) ,  the Means Chart (Table 7) shows that no one 
over 37 or under 28 years of age w i l l  be 1n G .^ The Means 
Chart also shows that one in G3 w i l l  have 15+ years 1n school.
I t  seems that telephone centers should consider looking at  
the age and education of th e ir  volunteers as these factors make 
up 95% of the differences between the groups.
Also* based on age and education, one can predict accurately 
for G] 7B.6* of the time; 52.6% and G3 68.4%.
While 1t appears that age and education are crucial factors, 
they are not d e f in it iv e . Further research needs to be conducted 
to determine which attributes correspond to the various age groups. 
Isolating these factors can enhance selection techniques. The 
educational variable also needs further Investigation, to determine 
1f  there 1s a minimum education level at which empathy is high and 
whether specific  areas of educational concentration correlate with 
empathlc s k i l ls .  The combined factors of age and education should 
be studied as they re la te  to each other and as they re la te  to other 
variables.
U ntil further research is  done 1n the area o f prescreening 
based on tests and/or demographic data, centers w i l l  continue to 
select because of need or one's performance during the entire  
training course. I t  Is  hoped that this research w i l l  motivate
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others Interested 1n the qua lity  of hotlines to explore methods 
of selection 1n order to assure that ca llers  receive high per­
formance lis teners .
Appendix I
Empathlc Understanding in Interpersonal Processes. I I  
A Scale for Measurement^
Robert R, Carkhuff 
State University of New York at Buffalo
Level 1
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the f i r s t  person either  
do not attend to or detract s ign ifican tly  from the verbal and 
behavioral expressions of the second person{s) in that they com­
municate s ign ificantly  less o f the second person's feelings than 
the second person has corwnunicated himself.
Example: The f i r s t  person cormuni cates no awareness of even
the most obvious, expressed surface feelings of the 
second person. The f i r s t  person may be bored or 
disinterested or simply operating from a preconceived 
frame of reference which to ta l ly  excludes that of 
the other person(s).
In summary, the f i r s t  person does everything but express that he 
is listening, understanding or being sensitive to even the feelings  
of the other person in such a way as to detract s ign ifican tly  from 
the communications of the second person.
Level 2
While the f i r s t  person responds to the expressed feelings of the 
second person(s), he does so in such a way that he subtracts
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noticeable a f fe c t  from the communication of the second person. 
Example: The f i r s t  person may canmurlcate some awareness of
obvious surface feelings of the second person but 
his communications drain o f f  a level of the a ffe c t  
and d is tort the level of meaning. The f i r s t  per­
son may communicate his own ideas of what may be 
going on but these are not congruent with the 
expressions of the second person.
In sumnary, the f i r s t  person tends to respond to other than what 
the second person is expressing or ind icating .
Level 3
The expressions of the f i r s t  person In response to the expressed 
feelings o f the second person(s) are e s sen tia lly  interchangeable 
with those of the second person in that they express essentia lly  
the same a ffe c t  and meaning.
Example: The f i r s t  person responds w ith accurate understanding
of the surface feelings of the second person but may 
not respond to or may m is in terpret the deeper feelings.
In sumnary, the f i r s t  person Is responding so as to neither sub­
tra c t  from nor add to the expressions o f  the second person; but 
he does not respond accurately to how th a t  person r e a l ly  feels 
beneath the surface feelings. Level 3 constitutes the minimal 
level of fa c iH ta t iv e  Interpersonal functioning.
Level 4
The responses of the f i r s t  person add noticeably to the expressions
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of the second personas) 1n such a way as to express feelings a 
level deeper than the second person was able to express himself. 
Example: The fa c i l i t a to r  communicates his understanding
of the expressions of the second person a t  a 
level deeper than they were expressed, and thus 
enables the second person to experience and/or 
express feelings which he was unable to express 
previously.
In surmary , the fa c i l i t a to r 's  responses add deeper feeling  and 
meaning to the expressions of the second person.
Level 5
The f i r s t  person's responses add s ig n if ic a n t ly  to the feeling  
and meaning of the expressions of the second person(s) 1n such 
a way as to ( 1 ) accurately express feelings levels below what 
the person himself was able to express or ( 2 ) in the event of 
ongoing deep self-exploration on the second person's part to 
be fu l ly  with him in his deepest moments.
Example: The fa c i l i t a to r  responds with accuracy to a l l  of
the person's deeper as well as surface feelings. He 
is "together" with the second person or "tuned 1n" 
on his wavelength. The f a c i l i t a t o r  and the other 
person might proceed together to explore previously 
unexplored areas of human existence.
In summary, the f a c i l i t a to r  1s responding with a f u l l  awareness 
of who the other person is and a comprehensive and accurate
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empathic understanding of his frost deep feelings.
^The present scale "Empathic Understanding In Interpersonal 
Processes" has been derived In part from "A scale for the measure­
ment of accurate empathy (Truax, 1961)" which has been validated 
in extensive process and outcome research on counseling and 
psychotherapy (Bergin & Soloman, 1963; Carkhuff fi Truax* 1965, 
1965a, 1965b; Rogers, 1962; Truax, 1963; Truax S Carkhuff, 1963* 
1964, 1965] and 1n part from "Empathic Understanding In Interper­
sonal Processes {Berenson* Carkhuff i  Southworth* 1964); which 
has been validated in extensive process and outcome research on 
counseling and psychotherapy {Berenson, Carkhuff & Hyrus, 1966; 
Pagell, Carkhuff & Berenson* 1966; Pierce* Carkhuff & Berenson, 
1966). In addition, similar measures of s im ilar  constructs have 
received extensive support in the l i te ra tu re  of counseling and 
therapy (Barrett-Lennard* 1962; Demos, 1964; Halkldes, 1938;
Truax, 1961) and education {Aspy* 1965). The present scales were 
written to apply to a l l  Interpersonal processes and represent a 
systematic attempt to reduce the ambiguity and Increase the r e l ia ­
b i l i t y  of the scale. In the process many important delineations 
and additions have been made, Including 1n particu lar the change 
to a systematic focus upon the additive, subtractive or in te r ­
changeable aspects of the levels o f communication of understanding. 
For comparative purposes, Level 1 of the present scale 1s approxi­
mately correspondent; Level 2 and Stages 2 and 3 of the e a r lie r  
version; Level 3 and Stages 4 and 5; Level 4 and Stages 6 and 7;
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Level 5 and Stages 8 and 9. The levels of the present scale 
are approximately equal to the levels of the e a r l ie r  version 
o f th is  scale*
Appendix H  
EMPATHY: TUNE IN
Donald A* Tubesing and Nancy L. Tubeslng 
Section I: Introduction
Listening Group Creed 
Introduction to TUNE IN 
Discussion Guidelines 
Contract
Suggestions fo r  getting the most out of this experience 
Section I I :  Empathy
What empathy is and is not 
The process of empathy 
Empathy in the helping relationship  
Diagram of empathy process 
Section I I I :  Workbook
How to use th is workbook 
Expectations inventory 
Session 1; Getting in touch
Session 2 : Feelings at war
Session 3: Expressing feelings
Session 4: Total listening
Session 5: Art of paraphrase
Session 6 : Modes of Response
Session 7: Levels of empathy
Session 8 : Putting i t  a ll together
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ABSTRACT
The primary purpose of the study was to assess volunteers 
maintainance of empathic s k i l ls  over time and to determine i f  Hogan's 
Empathy Scale could be used as a screening instrument.
Fifty-two volunteers were given the CPT before training, trained 
for ten weeks, mamed the hotline telephones for a year, given the 
CPI again, and were rated for empathy [Carkhuff's Empathy Scale) on 
a telephone interaction.
A T-test analysis found that volunteer's empathic s k i l ls ,  on 
the pre and posttest of the CPI Empathy Subscale, increased after one 
year. A linear correlation found that the posttest CPI Empathy Sub­
scale correlated s ignificantly  with the behavioral ratings. In 
addition, demographic data was compared with the posttest. The fin d ­
ings suggest that the younger, educated person w ill  have a high level 
retention of empathy,
I t  was found that the CPI Empathy Subscale is not valuable as the 
sole predictor of behavior. Behavior, as rated by Carkhuff's Empathy 
Scale, can be predicted by an equation with a + 1,1 error.
I t  was concluded that: (1} telephone volunteers do maintain or 
Increase empathic sk il ls  over time; (2) behavioral ratings and CPI 
Empathy Subscale appear to be tapping into the same aspects of empathy; 
(3) the CPI Empathy Subscale cannot be used as the sole predictor of 
retention of empathic s k il ls ;  (4 ) demographic data [age and education) 
are Important considerations 1n screening of volunteers.
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